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The grasslands to the north of the Tianshan Ranges in Jungharia (northern 
Xinjiang) have been used as the headquarters for tribes of nomadic people 
for many years.1 In the early fifteenth century, this area came to be occupied 
by the Oyirads (Kalmyks/Qālmāqs). In the seventeenth century, the Junghar 
tribe emerged as the most powerful Oyirad tribe. They established a 
dominant state that was able to subjugate not only the other Oyirad tribes 
but also their non-Oyirad neighbors. Over time, this nomad state came to be 
the preeminent force in Central Eurasia, in direct competition with two other 
expanding empires: the Qing and the Russian empires.

The Junghars’ successful expansion was predominantly a result of their 
vast military power, which was based on the superior mobility of the Junghar 
cavalrymen.2 Nomadism, however, was an unstable way of life; it was very 
dependent on natural conditions, which were often unpredictable. In order 
to become stable societies, it was essential that nomadic tribes engage in 
economic activities such as agriculture and trade. In Central Eurasia, the 
people who had traditionally played this role were the settled inhabitants of 
the Central Asian oases. Traditionally, these settled inhabitants tended to be 
ruled over and exploited by their nomadic neighbors, who surpassed them 
in military strength. Despite their martial inferiority, the oasis-dwellers often 
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developed stable economies and advanced cultures, which their nomadic 
neighbors, including the Junghars, lacked.

The Junghar period saw a remarkable rise in the prominence of the 
commercial activities of the Turkic-Muslims—known as the Bukharans—who 
were settled in the Central Asian oases. In the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, Europeans, especially the Russians, referred to Western Turkistan 
as “Great Bukharia” and Eastern Turkistan as “Little Bukharia”; the Turkic-
Muslims (today’s Uyghurs and Uzbeks) in these areas were generally referred 
to as the “Bukharans.”

Many previous studies have investigated the role of the Bukharans 
in the Junghar period.3 It is clear that, in their various roles as peasants, 
merchants, craftsmen, and soldiers, they supported the development of the 
Junghars. However, the precise role and development of the Bukharans in 
Junghar history remains unclear. The purpose of this analysis is to gain a 
better understanding of the process through which the Bukharans were 
incorporated into the political and economic system of the Junghars. In 
addition, I also conduct a case study of the Bukharans’ commercial activities 
in the Junghar’s trade with Qing China to gain a deeper understanding of the 
role of the Bukharans at that time.

I.  THE CONSTRUCTION OF WALLED TOWNS BY THE 
JUNGHARS

In any analysis of the relationship between nomad states and their 
neighboring oasis-dwellers, a close examination of the development of the 
walled townships that were constructed on grassland is essential. The Uighur 
khaganate (745–840) had begun the practice of building large-scale towns, 
such as Ordu Baliq and Bay Baliq. After this time, every nomad state in 
Central Eurasia had its own core town. However, most of the inhabitants who 
lived in these towns were, in fact, non-nomadic people who were originally 
from the Central Asian oases, the Chinese heartland, and other settled places, 
and who supported the nomad states both economically and culturally. At 
this stage, I would like to discuss how the construction of walled towns by the 
Junghars affected their expansion.

1. The “Rock Town” at Khoboqsar

Since the middle of the sixteenth century, the Oyirads had been dominated 
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by the Mongols, especially the Khalkha tribe, a neighbor of the Oyirad 
tribes. In the early seventeenth century, however, Khara Khula (?–1635?), the 
founder of the Junghar tribe and a member of the Choros clan, together with 
other Oyirad chiefs, began to wage war against the Khalkhas. Finally, in 1623, 
the Oyirads managed to liberate themselves from Mongol rule. According 
to Miyawaki Junko, a specialist in Oyirad history, the name “Junghar,” which 
means “left wing” (Mo. jegün γar), originated from the fact that they were 
regarded as being positioned on the left wing of the Dorbet tribe, who were 
also members of the Choros clan, or the eastern front of the Oyirads.4

Under the reign of the first son of Khara Khula, Batur Hongtayiji (r. 
1635–53), the Oyirads’ strength increased even further. Before the beginning 
of the seventeenth century, it is unclear whether the Oyirads were a nomad 
state that had a fixed power structure; however, after Batur Hongtayiji’s 
succession, the Junghar tribe and the Khoshuut tribe became two of the 
most influential of the Oyirad tribes.5 At this time, the Gelug school of 
Tibetan Buddhism (Yellow Hat), headed by the Dalai Lama, spread rapidly 
throughout Oyirad society.6

Most scholars agree that the ulus (territory with subjects) of Batur 
Hongtayiji extended from the upper reaches of the Irtysh River all the way to 
Khoboqsar, and that his orda/ordu (camp, court) was situated at the opening 
of the Emir River on the northern side of the Tarbaghatai Mountain. Tomila 
Petrof, the Russian envoy who was dispatched to Jungharia in 1616, observed 
that, originally, the Oyirads had no town.7 However, during the reign of Batur 
Hongtayiji, this changed when he initiated the construction of a “Rock Town” 
(Ru. kamennyĭ gorad) at Khoboqsar in 1637–38. This “Rock Town,” built by 
Chinese and Mongol captives, was enclosed by square brick walls (each side 
was 108 m long and 4.3 m high) that were topped with four iron cannons. 
The town included a Tibetan temple and a network of irrigation canals. 
There were only around 300 inhabitants, primarily composed of craftsmen 
and peasants of Chinese, Mongolian, and Bukharan origin, as well as Lamas 
and their Oyirad followers. Batur Hongtayiji often asked Russia to supply 
livestock, artisans, and weapons as investments in the infrastructure of his 
new town. By 1644, the number of Junghar towns had increased to four, and 
it was a day’s journey on horseback from one town to another.8

In nomadic societies, settled townships that lacked mobility were 
very likely to be attacked and plundered. Therefore, for these newly settled 
nomad towns, a strong leader and a stable society were indispensable if the 
town was to survive. The construction of the Khoboqsar towns by Batur 
Hongtayiji reflects his high status among the Oyirad leadership; his confident 
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construction of such a town reflects his power and should be regarded as the 
first step by the Junghars in the construction of a nomad state.9

2. The Junghars move south

Batur Hongtayiji died at the end of the year 1653. His son Sengge (r. 1654–70) 
ascended to the Junghar leadership; however, soon after, there arose a dispute 
with his elder half-brothers over the succession.10 The ensuing power struggle 
ended around the year 1660 with Sengge claiming victory.

After the death of Batur Hongtayiji, there are no further records 
pertaining to Khoboqsar towns. For this reason, the historian John Baddeley 
suggests that the Yili Valley might have been the preferred location for 
subsequent Junghar rulers.11 According to the biography of Zaya Pandida 
written by Ratnabhadra, in the summer of 1662 Sengge’s camp was located 
around Osuk and Samul.12 Both were west of the Gulja; these names 
correspond to Ösök (No. 138) and Sāmul (No. 137) on the Renat Map 1.13 
The majority of the evidence from this period suggests that the Junghar tribe 
began to move south during Sengge’s time. Understanding why this might 
have been will help us in our quest to understand how the Junghars’ influence 
began to extend over the Central Asian oases.

According to the study conducted by Wakamatsu Hiroshi14 and David 
Brophy,15 which was primarily based on the history of the Moghūl khanate 
written by Shāh Mahmūd b. Fadil Churās in the late seventeenth century,16 
some Oyirad chieftains began a gradual invasion of the Eastern Turkistan 
oases in the 1640s. At first, this movement was initiated mainly by Solton 
Tayshi (Sultān tayiji), also known as Yeldeng Tayshi, the leader of the Khoyid 
tribe, who were located on the Yulduz River. In the early 1660s, Sengge 
launched his first attack on Eastern Turkistan, invading Keriya with five 
thousand soldiers.17 Subsequently, Sengge decided to intervene in the struggle 
between ‘Abdullā Khān (r. 1638–67, d. 1675), the Moghūl ruler of the Yarkand 
khanate, and ‘Abdullā’s son, Yolbars, who ruled Kashgar. Sengge supported 
Yolbars, who had previously been banished by his father. It is worth noting 
that Sengge himself was able to initiate this interception because of his own 
rise within the Junghar tribe, for it was around 1660 that Sengge overthrew 
his rivals and assumed unquestioned leadership. It was common for a 
nomadic group, after gaining strength within the steppe grasslands, to 
advance into a fertile and stable society with the intention of improving their 
economic abilities. This was exactly the intention of Sengge.

However, another important point, which we must not overlook, is 
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the relationship that Sengge had with the Khoshuut leader Ochirtu Khan, 
who was one of Sengge’s foremost supporters. From the winter of 1661 to 
the summer of 1662, Ochirtu Khan, who had overcome his younger brother 
Ablai in 1661,18 passed through the area known as “Talghar of Yili” (Mo. Yili-
yin Talγar),19 which is located near modern-day Almaty. Ochirtu Khan had 
also supported Yolbars, and he had invaded Eastern Turkistan around 1667. 
The Junghars’ advance to Yili occurred against the background of the alliance 
with Ochirtu Khan rather than solely on the basis of Sengge’s own power. 
In addition, although the Junghars did tend to move south during Sengge’s 
reign, it is far from clear whether this movement was the result of a proactive 
and planned migration. The Russian envoy Kurivinskiĭ, while visiting Sengge’s 
camp in September 1667, wrote that Sengge’s ulus was still located less than 
two days’ travel from the Irtysh River.20

In 1668, Sengge had moved south again. Yolbars, having ousted his 
father, became the khān in Yarkand. However, Yolbars’s uncle Ismā’īl, who had 
opposed his succession, arrived in Aqsu, also naming himself a khān, with 
the support of Solton Tayshi. The power union of Ismā’īl and Solton Tayshi 
was significantly threatened by Yolbars and Sengge’s association. According 
to the chronicle written by Mahmūd Churās, after this victory “Yolbars Khān 
had brought with him all manner of regalia appropriate to the exercise of 
kingship. He gave them to Sengge and took leave to return to the seat of his 
own sultanate.”21 This was a very symbolic gesture, and, as Brophy supposes, 
the influence of Sengge on the Yarkand khanate became even greater.22 
However, at the end of 1669, Yolbars was killed by supporters of Sengge, and 
then Yolbars’s son and successor ‘Abd al-Latīf was also executed by Ismā’īl, 
who entered Yarkand and acceded to the throne in April 1670. In the same 
year, Sengge was also assassinated by his half-brothers. In consequence, the 
Junghars’ influence over the south fell dramatically.

3. Yili (Gulja)

The Yili region forms a natural basin between the Tianshan Range in the 
south and its offset in the north. The Yili River flows from the east to the 
west through the center of this basin; the slopes surrounding the river used 
to be beautiful pastures, and today they are used as farmland. The Yili Valley 
functioned as a natural fortress, surrounded as it is by mountains on three 
sides. Moreover, this region functioned as an effective tactical base, which, if 
secured, ensured that expeditions to oasis cities in the Tarim Basin and Mā 
Warā’ al-Nahr could be undertaken with great ease; for this reason, many 
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nomadic groups established their headquarters here.
One of the most famous walled towns built in Yili was Almaliq, which 

was constructed during the Chaghatay period. The Chinese envoy Changde, 
who visited Almaliq in the middle of the thirteenth century, describes the city 
as having a canal system inside the township; he noted that fruit was widely 
cultivated, and that among Almaliq’s inhabitants were many Chinese—most 
of whom had perhaps initially been held as captives.23 However, descriptions 
of Almaliq have disappeared from the historical record because of its 
devastation, which was caused by the internal conflicts that occurred among 
Chaghatay’s successors and the attacks that were waged by the nomadic 
Uzbeks.24 As a result, there is no evidence of the existence of a large-scale 
walled town in Yili until the Junghar period.

After Sengge was assassinated in 1670, his younger brother Galdan (r. 
1671–97) returned from Tibet and succeeded him as head of the Junghar 
tribe. In 1676, he defeated and imprisoned Ochirtu Khan (d. 1680), who had 
formerly been an ally of Sengge.25 In the following year, the fifth Dalai Lama 
conferred the title of “Boshoqtu Khan” on Galdan. Galdan ruled over the 
majority of the Oyirad tribes,26 and he also started to invade many oasis cities 
in Central Asia. After this period of successful conquest, Yili became the 
unassailable headquarters of the Junghars.

Since historical materials offer very little information on the 
walled towns in Yili during the Junghar period, and because insufficient 
archaeological research has been conducted on these towns, our knowledge 
of the construction process, structure, and scale of these towns is still unclear. 
However, there is no doubt that the towns built under Galdan’s leadership 
were formed around religious institutions. Galdan established three Tibetan 
schools on the riverside of the Yili, and, under Galdan, the number of Lamas 
rose to five thousand.27 Further, Galdan Tsering (r. 1727–45), one of Galdan’s 
successors, initiated the construction of the Jinding (Golden Roof) Temple 
at Gulja on the northern side of the Yili River and the Yinding (Silver Roof) 
Temple at Khayinugh on the southern side. Six thousand lamas lived at 
these temples, under four chief lamas known as širetü.28 Based on these facts, 
Haneda Akira suggests that the temples would probably have had peasants to 
plow the fields and craftsmen to build the temples. Moreover, markets were 
set up around the temples, which were attended by visiting pilgrims.29 On 
the Renat Map 1, Gulja and Khayinugh are represented by large and peculiar 
marks that differentiate them from other places; this might be evidence of the 
development of the Yili towns.
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II.  THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE BUKHARANS AND THE 
JUNGHARS

As we have discussed, the walled towns that were constructed on grasslands 
were inhabited predominantly by settled people who had come from outside 
the nomadic tribes. In both Khoboqsar and Yili, the Junghar leader did not 
take up his residence inside the townships, but continued to lead a nomadic 
life in the surrounding grasslands.30 In Yili during the Junghar period, the 
Junghars gradually developed a relationship with the Bukharans. In the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the term “Bukharan” was usually 
used as a general term for the Turkic-Muslims from the Central Asian 
oases; however, most of those who lived and worked within the Junghar 
system came from Eastern Turkistan.31 In this section, we shall examine 
the emigration process of the Bukharans to Yili, and analyze their role and 
establishment in the city.

1. The emigration of the Bukharans to Yili

Whereas the Bukharans had tended to be employed as peasants and 
craftsmen in the “Rock Towns” of Khoboqsar, Galdan’s conquest of Eastern 
Turkistan in 1680 gave them their first opportunity to emigrate en masse to 
Jungharia. In the late sixteenth century, the khwāja clans (Makhdūm-zāda), 
or leaders of an Islamic Sufi order (Naqshbandīya) from the Bukhara and 
Samarqand areas, started arriving in the Eastern Turkistan oasis towns. These 
khwājas exerted great influence in Eastern Turkistan. There were two main 
sects: the Ishākīya and the Āfāqīya. According to the Tadhkira-i khwājagān 
(or Tadhkira-i ‘azīzān),32 Khwāja Āfāq, the founder of the Āfāqīya, reached 
Jū (Lhasa in Tibet) after being banished by Ismā’īl Khān, the patron of the 
Ishākīya. There, aided by the mediation of a Brahman priest (the fifth Dalai 
Lama), Khwāja Āfāq went to Yili and asked Galdan for help. Accepting his 
request, Galdan attacked Yarkand jointly with Āfāq. This event is described in 
the following lines of the Tadhkira-i khwājagān:

[The Qālmāqs] took Ismā’īl Khān together with all his followers and returned. In 
this way the khān and the men began to reside in Ili.33

This passage suggests that the Junghars took many Muslim inhabitants away 
to Yili besides Ismā’īl Khān.
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However, in regard to this famous narrative, David Brophy recently 
provided evidence that calls the account’s historicity into question. Brophy 
finds that, on the basis of other Islamic sources, Āfāq’s visit to Galdan is 
unlikely to have occurred. Instead, he finds it far more likely that Āfāq’s 
alliance was formed with ‘Abd al-Rashīd Khān in Turfan and that, together, 
they advanced to Yarkand from Turfan by order of Galdan.34 Brophy’s 
argument is persuasive and I concur with his findings almost entirely. 
However, there is the following observation, made in his conclusion, which I 
believe is untenable:

Nor would the Zünghar Khan Galdan Boshogtu have required any further 
persuasion to develop ambitions toward the Tarim Basin oasis towns, which were 
already under Oirat, but not yet Zünghar, hegemony.35

The Junghars’ connection with the Tarim Basin oasis towns had been broken 
off once, in 1670. If those towns had not yet been under Junghar control, 
Galdan would have been anxious to conquer them in the years around 1680, 
after he had already gained control of the Oyirad tribes in Jungharia. Bearing 
in mind that not only Ismā’īl Khān but also many Muslim inhabitants had 
been captured and sent to Yili, it cannot be denied that the 1680 event 
involved enormous military power from the Junghars, regardless of whether 
Galdan himself had actually traveled to Yarkand. In addition, from the 
perspective of a nomadic society, the main aim of launching attacks on oasis 
towns must be to gain economic wealth—goods, crops, and people—rather 
than political control. If this is not the case, it is difficult to account for the 
Junghars’ motivation in reconquering Eastern Turkistan around 170036 and 
the repeated expeditions to oasis towns in Western Turkistan that were 
undertaken by Galdan and his successors.

2. The Bukharans in Yili

Most of the Bukharans in Yili were peasants who cultivated grains and fruits. 
They were known as Taranči, from the Mongolian and Turki word taran 
meaning “farmland, seed, or grain.” The Russian envoy Unkovskiĭ, while 
staying in Yili during 1722–24, said the following:

Until about thirty years ago, the Kalmyks had only a few grains because they 
did not know about agriculture. Now their arable land continues to increase 
incessantly. Not only do the conquered Bukharans cultivate grains, but many 
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Kalmyks, too, are engaged in agriculture because there is an order of Kontaisha 
(Mo. Qongtayiji, or Tsewang Rabdan).37

Here, “thirty years ago” refers to the period around 1690. This is ten years 
after the 1680 conquest of Eastern Turkistan and the emigration of the 
Bukharans to Yili; it is clear that this was the turning point after which 
agriculture came to be practiced on a large scale in Jungharia. This trend 
extended to and influenced the Oyirads as well, resulting in an increase in the 
amount of their land that began to be cultivated.38 According to Unkovskiĭ, 
around two thousand Bukharans were living a nomadic life following the 
then Junghar leader Tsewang Rabdan.39 This may indicate that the Taranči 
population had grown to a considerable size. An estimate by Saguchi Tōru—a 
pioneering Japanese scholar in this field—that the total number of Bukharans 
in Yili at this time was around twenty to thirty thousand40 seems likely to be 
relatively accurate.

In addition to the Bukharans, Yili was also home to foreign captives of 
Russian, Swede, Chinese, and Manchu origin.41 These residents introduced 
new techniques to the Oyirads in terms of the manufacture of silver, copper, 
and iron. By the early eighteenth century, weapons (matchlocks, cannons, 
bullets, and armor), cargo boats for rivers, and paper for writing were all 
being produced in Yili.42 Furthermore, the Junghar’s artillery units—the 
puučin[ar]—seem to have been organized mainly by the Bukharans and the 
Kirghiz (Burut).43

It is known that Bukharan merchants were called bederge[n] among the 
Junghars. The origin of this word can be traced to the Persian term bāzārgān 
(bāzāragān, bāzāra [a merchant] + gān [plural in Persian]). The Tadhkira-i 
khwājagān describes that a bāzargān proceeded into the grassland of an 
Oyirad tribe in Yili.44 However, originally, the word bāzārgān was not such 
a specialized term. For example, the Timurid mission dispatched by Shāh 
Rukh and other princes to Ming China in 1419–22 was recorded as being 
accompanied by five hundred bāzargānān.45 Moreover, after the Qing’s 
conquest of Eastern Turkistan, in the Persian letter from the Khoqand ruler 
Nārbūta to Yarkand in 1760, there is a passage that describes Murād Kūchak 
Sūfī, who had been dispatched to Yarkand together with bāzīrgān, as being 
plundered by Kirghiz bandits.46 The word bāzārgān seems likely to have 
been a general term referring to merchants, traders, and caravans in Islamic 
Central Asia.

On the other hand, the development of the term bederge[n] in the 
Junghar system is interesting to note. The Qing records report that when 
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the Qing dynasty conquered Yili in 1755, they “bestowed on the Muslim beg 
(chief), ‘Azīz, having controlled the Bederge otoγ, the zongguan (Supervisor-
in-Chief) of third-pin grade and gave him 150 silver taels; then, to Yūsf and 
‘Abd al-Lahīm the second-ranked shiwei (Imperial Guard) were given 120 
silver taels.”47 The otoγ (Ma. otok), generally meaning a middle-scale nomadic 
group under the ulus or ayimaγ, had been a foundational unit at the center of 
the Junghar empire.48 Within the Junghar system, the Bukharan merchants—
the bederge[n]—in Yili formed an otoγ, and some begs were appointed for 
its supervision. This record presents significant evidence to suggest that the 
Bukharan merchants occupied a position close to the Junghar power.

The role of the Bukharan merchants in Junghar Yili as described here 
and in the next section is reminiscent of the role of the Ortoq/Ortaq49 
merchants, including the Uighur and Muslim traders from Central Asia, 
in the Mongol empire. The Ortoq/Ortaq merchants transacted and worked 
in tandem with the Mongol aristocracy. Saguchi describes the Bukharan 
merchants as the “purveyor merchants patronized by the Junghar empire”50; 
this seems to be accurate. Indeed, Unkovskiĭ described the Junghar sphere of 
trade in the following terms:

They trade with Russians in Siberia to the north, with Chinese to the west if there 
is no war, and with Tangut (Tibetan) to the south. Besides, many merchants usually 
proceed to India and Great Bukharia.51

It seems possible that this market was, in fact, opened up and maintained 
by the ingenious network of Bukharan merchants, with the support of 
the Junghars’ power. The Bukharans organized caravans to remote areas, 
including the Russian fortresses in Western Siberia, the Qing’s western 
frontier towns, India, and Tibet. As “business partners” of the Junghars, the 
Bukharans played an active role in the transit trade between the east and the 
west. In the next section, I examine the role of the Bukharan merchants in 
Junghar–Qing trade in greater depth.

III.  THE BUKHARANS AS INTERMEDIARIES IN JUNGHAR–
QING TRADE

Across Eurasia, the movement of people and goods peaked during the 
Mongol empire. After the Mongol/Yuan court in China declined and was 
replaced by the Ming dynasty, the new dynasty adopted a largely passive 
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foreign policy after the early stages of their rule. After the mid-Ming period, 
the extensive networks with Central Asia were gradually shut down; despite 
this, there is some evidence of trading activity conducted by Central Asian 
traders in China during the Ming and early Qing periods. The Bābur nāma 
provides a wealth of information on Central Asia in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries; it describes a caravan returning from China as consisting 
of one thousand camps.52 In 1655, the Russian envoy Baykov was guided to 
Beijing by a group of Bukharans.53 In 1676, another Russian envoy, Spafariĭ, 
witnessed the arrival of four hundred Central Asian traders during his stay in 
Beijing. According to his report, the most aggressive traders in Beijing were 
the Bukharan merchants, and their movements in Beijing were unrestricted.54 
The activities of the Bukharan merchants as transit traders between China 
and Central Asia, backed up by the power of the Junghars, became more 
brisk after the late seventeenth century.

In 1682, the Qing government dispatched an envoy named Kitat (Ch. 
Qitate) to Jungharia in celebration of the subjugation of the Three Feudatories 
revolt (1673–78). Kitat stayed in Galdan’s camp for a month at the beginning 
of 1683. One of the most important topics that was discussed during 
their talks was the credentials that should be issued to the Oyirad “tribute 
missions” (Ch. gongshi) to the Qing.

During that era, the Oyirad tribute missions tended to approach the 
Qing frontiers.55 The tribute missionaries, in most cases, would introduce 
themselves as one of “Galdan’s missions.” However, because they supplied 
no evidence to prove their assertion, the Qing government demanded that 
Galdan issue credentials to the missionaries. In response, Galdan claimed that 
he had not issued credentials to the Dorbet, Torghuut, and Khoshuut tribes 
because these tribes were too remote. Finally, after debate, Galdan promised 
to issue credentials to the appropriate missionaries, marked with dates and 
affixed with his seal. In addition, if missions dispatched by his family without 
his credentials arrived at the frontier gate of the Qing, he agreed that their 
entrance should be permitted only at the discretion of the Qing emperor.56

After Kitat returned to Beijing, the Qing government decided to 
grant entry to only two hundred people accredited by Galdan as official 
missionaries. It was decided that all other missionaries would have to trade 
in Zhangjiakou and Guihuacheng along the frontier. This decree was issued 
in response to the increase in the number of people that were involved 
in the Oyirad tribute missions, which had resulted in troubles with the 
Mongols along the route. Naturally enough, this regulation was extended 
to the other Oyirad leaders such as Ghalma Dayiching Khoshuuchi of the 
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Ölöt (Choros), Borukhuji of the Khoshuut, Aldar of the Dorbet, and Ayuki 
of the Torghuut; they had experience of dispatching missions to the Qing.57 
Moreover, the Kangxi emperor (r. 1662–1722) stated in 1686 that only the 
Oyirads’ “four great tayijis,” which included Galdan, were entitled to trade 
in the Qing capital.58 These trade restrictions resulted in other leaders losing 
the opportunity to trade independently, and this created tensions within the 
Oyirad tribes.59 However, on the other hand, the concentration of the right 
to trade with the Qing may well have encouraged the growth of Galdan’s 
powers.

It is clear that the rapid increase in the number of Oyirad missions in 
the 1680s was a direct result of the Junghars’ conquest of Eastern Turkistan. 
In 1684, Galdan dispatched a tribute mission consisting of around three 
thousand people, which was headed by a Turki man named Qurbān Bay.60 
According to the Khitāy nāma, written by Sayyid ‘Alī Aqbar Khitā’ī in 1516, 
“the people going [to China] overland, [particularly] the people from Islamic 
countries, must always enter after introducing themselves as an envoy.”61 
Taking this tradition into consideration, we can assume that the Junghar 
missions arriving at the Qing borders included a considerable number of 
Bukharan merchants.

After the Qing territories expanded, incorporating the whole of 
Mongolia, the Junghar–Qing trade centers shifted from Zhangjiakou and 
Guihuacheng to Suzhou and Xining, in western Gansu.62 The Junghar and 
the Qing concluded their cease-fire agreements in 1734. After this, they 
demarcated a mutually agreed boundary in Khobdo and re-established 
regular trade relations in 1739–40. For the next fifteen years, a relatively 
peaceful relationship was maintained between the Junghars and the Qing 
rulers; this had the effect of drawing their economies close together. This 
officially regulated “tribute” trade involved three types of missions: (1) 
embassies in the capital, (2) border trade in Suzhou, and (3) the “presentation 
of boiled tea” (Ch. aocha) to lamas in Tibet, following a route that went 
through Xining in Qinghai.63

In these missions, too, we have evidence of the Bukharans featuring 
prominently. According to the new regulation, three hundred people as 
tribute missionaries of Galdan Tsering arrived in Beijing at the end of 1742; 
this mission was headed by a chief envoy named Choinamk‘e and two vice 
envoys named Mamut and Turdu in Manchu.64 However, it is hard to discern 
Mamut’s ethnicity solely from his name, as Mamut (Mahmūd?) could be 
either Oyirad or Turki.65 Nonetheless, Turdu (Turdï) is clearly a Turki name. 
Mamut and Turdu left the capital earlier than Choinamk‘e to supervise the 
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border trade at Suzhou.66 In 1744, Turdu, in his role as chief envoy, reached 
Beijing again and was permitted an audience with the Qianlong emperor (r. 
1736–95).67 In addition, Erkin (Ärkin), as a chief envoy of the 1751 mission, 
was possibly Turki, too.68

It is also clear that the Bukharans were active players in the border trade 
that was conducted in Suzhou. In 1742, Minister (Ch. shangshu) Haiwang 
mentioned to the Junghars’ envoy, Halio, that some trouble had arisen in 
the past year among merchants trading in Suzhou, where an Oyirad named 
Etegeli had struck a Turkic-Muslim (Ma. hoise) named Osman. This clearly 
indicates the presence of Bukharan merchants at Suzhou. Moreover, in the 
response to Haiwang’s request that the Junghars dispatch some trustworthy 
leaders to supervise their traders and to conduct the frontier trade in an 
orderly manner, Halio explained: “This time, [we] have dispatched four or five 
heads such as the Muslim Eren Hūli (Ärän Qulï?) and others [to Suzhou].”69 
Again, this is almost certainly a reference to a Bukharan, and it indicates 
the central role that they played in the Junghar trade. In 1752, Vice Director 
(Ch. yuanwailang) Arbin, stationed in Hami, gave the following report to the 
Grand Councilors (Ch. junji dachen):

Formerly, it was reported from our place that the head trader (Ma. hūda-i da) 
of the Junghars, Erenhūli bek (Ärän Qulï beg?), who came to trade, had arrived 
in Hami. Until now, the head trader Erenhūli bek had divided his 197 followers, 
livestock, and burdens for sale into seven parties. [One party] after another left for 
Suzhou from the thirteenth day of the sixth month to the nineteenth day of this 
month.70

This record shows us that the traders from Junghar arriving at the Qing 
borders were caravans of Central Asian Turkic-Muslims, or the Bukharans. 
Obviously, the Junghar’s trade was strongly dependent on the Bukharans’ 
commercial activities. Moreover, if, as has been suggested, the head trader 
Erenhūli bek within this quotation is the same as the Eren Hūli of 1742, this 
is a clear example of the continuing cooperation between the Junghars and 
their Bukharan “business partners.”71

CONCLUSION

Mano Eiji, a Japanese specialist in the history of Islamic Central Asia, suggests 
that the strong states of Central Eurasia were established on the ingenious 
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combination of two main factors: the military power of the nomads and 
the economic power of the oasis inhabitants.72 As we have seen, these two 
factors were indeed the foundation of the Junghar empire, which made huge 
economic profits by protecting and promoting the activities of the Bukharan 
merchants. The Bukharan merchants played an inconspicuous but vital role 
in the last brilliant stage of the Central Asian world, which was directed by 
the “last nomad empire,” the Junghar.

The Qing dynasty’s advance into Central Asia during the period 1755–59 
resulted in the extermination of the Junghars and the annexation of the 
Eastern Turkistan oases. It is very interesting that the bederge[n], evidently, 
continued to exist even under Qing rule; indeed, some of them were engaged 
in the Sino–Russian trade at Kyakhta.73 However, after the disappearance of 
the Junghars, the East Turkistani merchants who had operated in tandem 
with the Junghar powers faded over time from the scene. Trade with the 
Chinese heartland was conducted by the Chinese merchants who had 
advanced into the “New Dominion” (Xinjiang) and who had control of 
abundant capital assets.74 In the international trade markets across Central 
Asia, the East Turkistanis could no longer claim their erstwhile position 
as transit traders. After their conquest of the Junghars, the Qing dynasty 
immediately established a government-managed trade relationship with the 
Kazakhs in Jungharia. The Qing dynasty did allow the East Turkistanis to 
engage in trade with the Kazakhs immediately after their conquest of Eastern 
Turkistan; however, to ensure their own monopoly over the market, they 
prohibited them from engaging in direct trade in 1767.75 Moreover, in all 
cases of trading with the Kirghiz beyond the karun-border, strict restrictions 
were imposed.76 Under Qing rule, the mobility of the East Turkistani 
merchants deteriorated; they were thus converted into local merchants. Their 
withdrawal from the international trade networks paved the way for the 
Khoqandi merchants from the Fergana Valley to progress remarkably in the 
trade between the Qing and Central Asia over the next one hundred years.
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